
Fully Automated 
Random Case Sealer

744

Features of the 744 include:
Servo Drives

While allowing the machine to reach higher speeds – up 
to 30 cases per minute - the servo drive system permits 
greater flexibility and control by allowing acceleration 
and deceleration of the moving heads through the 
closing and sealing process.

Barcode Reading Scanner
The 744 has barcode scanning technology 
incorporated, to read the data on the box before it 
enters the sealing section of the machine so the 744 
has time to adjust itself accordingly.

Ease Of Operation
Our hi-resolution colour touch screen HMI allows 
for rapid set-up, entering of case data and viewing 
of machine status. Simple mechanical operation 
and clear access allows for easy cleaning and 
maintenance.

Robust Construction
High quality components housed in a robust chassis 
ensure minimal servicing and enable 24 hour 
operation.  Designed for the rigours of typical end-
of-line packaging environments.

Interchangeable Tapeheads
The 744 uses any machine tape up to 50mm wide, 
1000m long and features instantly removable, 
interchangeable tapeheads, easily threaded, with 
integral knife guards for rapid tape re-load.

Low Cost Of Ownership
All Endoline’s machines are designed for maximum 
efficiency and productivity thereby reducing the 
cost of ownership to a minimum. This case sealer 
comes at a low capital cost and immediate savings 
can be seen through reduced labour costs and 
increased packing speeds.

This new machine is set to be the dominant machine of its type having been developed for 
the biscuits and snack foods industry.  However this machine is suited to any company looking 
to seal random case sizes.  It automatically adjusts to random sizes, due to the incorporation 
of a bar code reader while sealing small and large, lightweight and heavy cases without the 
need of an operator.  It is fully automatic and provides secure and accurate taping reaching 
speeds of up to 30 cases per minute due to the inclusion of high reliability servo drives.
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OpTIOnS InCLuDE:

• Low tape and no tape sensing

• No scan reject conveyor

• Automatic tapehead retract
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Fully Automated 
Random Case Sealer

744

Speed
Up to 30 cases per minute

Electrical 
63a 3P + N + E 415v 50Hz

Pneumatics
80psi (5.5bar)

Machine Finish
Mild steel, powder coated white 
(RAL 9010) or stainless steel

Tape Size
Standard: up to 50mm wide
Optional: up to 75mm wide

© Endoline reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.

.Case Dimensions (mm).
Length Width Height

200-600 200-500 160-460
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